
With National Day celebrations
now behind us, it’s time to look
forward to the next major
highlight of the year. The IMCZ
is 40 years old this year! We’re
going to be celebrating in
grand-style with a Brazilian
themed barbeque at the Siehbachsaal. We look forward
to welcoming as many members as possible, with guests
of course, to mark this anniversary. For more details have
a look at page 3 in this newsletter.

I hope most of you have managed to enjoy a relaxing (or
at least reinvigorating) summer break and are feeling
refreshed and ready to re-join the fray after the holiday
season.  I look forward to hearing about all your exploits
at our regular Stammtisch.

Alan
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F U T U R E E V E N T S
Regular Stammtisch
STAMMTISCH AT THE CITY GARDEN HOTEL

8TH AUGUST, 18:00 to 20:30
15TH AUGUST, 18:00 to 20:30
22ND AUGUST, 18:00 to 20:30
29TH AUGUST, 18:00 to 20:30
5TH SEPTEMBER, 18:00 to 20:30
19TH SEPTEMBER, 18:00 to 20:30

Brazilian Themed Summer BBQ – 40th Anniversary Celebration!
1ST SEPTEMBER, 11:00 – 16:00, SIEHBACHSAAL, CHAMERSTRASSE 38, ZUG
This event is not to be missed!  See page 3 in this newsletter for details
Registration is required:  https://imcz.club/event-3499618

Special Stammtisch – Alpine Vault, Gold Investments
SEPTEMBER 12TH - CITY GARDEN HOTEL - 18:30
Gold Investments by Alpine Vault - Gold belongs to every Asset Portfolio. 
Discover Why and How. https://imcz.club/event-3493091

Hiking combined with craft beer tasting
SEPTEMBER 21ST - 9:00AM - 4:00PM
Hiking from Baar to Edlibach and back combined with craft beer tasting.
This event is still in the planning stage – for more details and to reserve your 
place please visit https://imcz.club/event-3410490

Alasdair Burnie
Alasdair was born on the west coast of Scotland.
He was packed off to boarding school at a young
age and after leaving school moved
to London and the South East. He has
been in financial services in one way
or another for almost 30 years,
starting with the Royal Bank of
Scotland, onto VW/Audi and Pearl
Assurance. He has now been with the
Elgin Group for the last decade and has lived and
worked from Singapore to Cairo managing clients
and their expectations for this boutique asset
manager. He has recently been relocated to the
Elgin office in Baar in order to expand their unique
portfolio management offering for private clients
and hopes this is his last move until retirement.
Alasdair is also keen to stress that it is particularly
important, in light of the industry Elgin are in, that
ethics and integrity as well as social responsibilities
are paramount both on a personal and business
level. Alasdair is married to Natasha and they have
a son, Angus, who he hopes one day will become a
professional golfer so Alasdair can caddy for him.
When not looking after Elgin clients and keeping up
to date with global economics, Alasdair enjoys
nothing more than playing golf, watching all sport,
particularly rugby and athletics, as well as spending
time with his family and cooking. Alasdair also loves
the outdoors and is a keen snowboarder, although
advancing years may put him back onto skis. The
IMCZ Stammtisch weekly events he has attended
have been a great way to meet like-minded
individuals and he looks forward to becoming more
involved with the group.

Introducing… New members

THE IMCZ WELCOMES:

https://imcz.club/event-3410490
https://imcz.club/event-3493091
https://imcz.club/event-3499618


IMCZ
BOARD MEMBERS

PRESIDENT
Bill Lichtensteiger

079 378 63 26
President@IMCZ.club

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Alan Cattell
079 340 25 51

Newsletter@IMCZ.club

SECRETARY
Roy Havermann

032 512 39 60
Secretary@IMCZ.club

TREASURER
Ilham Yüksel
079 955 22 87

Treasurer@IMCZ.club

EVENTS’ ORGANISER
Enrico Dell’Angelo 

079 311 78 08
Events@IMCZ.club

WEBMASTER
Roger Brooks
079 583 99 35

webmaster@imcz.club

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Anthony Haroutunian

076 328 09 32
membership@imcz.club

PR COORDINATOR
Wolfgang Czepiczka

078 631 21 33
pr@imcz.club

Thumbnail biographies of board 
members can be found on our 
website www.imcz.club under 

'About Us' section
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Nine IMCZ and ZIWC Members,
including both the Presidents, enjoyed
an evening of Irish Whiskey tasting in

Luzern in June. Our host, Jennifer Daly, of Daly’s Irish Shop, took
us all on an informative journey through the history of Irish
Whiskey. Along the way we tasted a selection of blended, single
grain, single malt and single pot still whiskeys, which only Ireland
can offer. We assessed and scored the whiskeys for their nose,
their taste on the tongue and their after taste. We then compared
our own assessments with those of the professional tasters. A
selection of Ian’s pies were also specially prepared in his mobile
oven and they provided a excellent accompaniment to the
whiskey. It was a great evening enjoyed by all, topped off with a
visit to the local Irish pub. Thanks to Jennifer Daly for hosting the
event and also to my colleague Donnacha Daly, who first
suggested I might like to bring along my IMCZ colleagues for some
whiskey tasting.

Bill

P A S T E V E N T S

Irish Whiskey 
Tasting

STAMMTISCH
Every Thursday from 18:00–20:30

At the City Garden Hotel
(or the Parkhotel when the CU Bar is unavailable)
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IMCZ Brazilian Themed Barbeque
40th Anniversary special
You are cordially invited to the

Club’s annual beloved BBQ 2019
“Brazilian Samba”
Everyone welcome

Venue: Siehbachsaal, Chamerstrasse 33, 6300 Zug
Date: Sunday, September 1st, 2019 - 11:00am to 4:00pm

Drinks Price list (Served at the bar)
Free Drinks & Apèro:
Welcome glass of Prosecco
Water, Guaraná, Coke, Orange juice 

Coffee, Tea SFr 3.-

Menu
Salad Buffet Grill Desert

Potato salad Meat: Surprise desert
Guacamole salad Picanhas Sponsored by
Cucumber & Dill Brazilian Entrecôte the-perfect-party.ch

Tomato salad Marinated Chicken
Argentinian Chorizos
Vegi from the grill:
Vegetarian Skewers

Side-dishes 
from the grill:

Provolone cheese
Corn cobs

Entertainment: 
DJ and 2 Brazilian samba dancers
Entry price: IMCZ & ZIWC Members and their partners SFr 50.-
Guests SFr 60.-, Children under 12 years, free
Registration in advance is required:  www.imcz.com/calendar

Your “Brazilian Samba” Team

Enrico Dell’Angelo                                                                    
IMCZ Events Manager   info: events@imcz.com   Mobile +41 79 311 78 08

Two helpers are needed in the kitchen, you will have free entrance. Volunteers please contact 
any IMCZ board member or Enrico on events@imcz.com or on 079 311 78 08. Thanks

Alcohol - contribution to the costs
Cold Brazilian Beer, or glass of Wine SFr   5
Bottle of Wine (each) SFr 25
Caipirinhas – made at the bar SFr   7
Gin & Tonic – made at the bar SFr   7
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Public hysteria has always existed among
humans and we will never be cured of it. The
fear of the unknown is deeply anchored in our
minds. Examples are fears of nuclear and
nanotechnologies as well as of genetically
modified food. Nowadays, virtually no food
produced with the help of genetically modified
organisms (GMO) is marketed in Europe
because of the widespread fear and resistance
of consumers. The most irrational and cynical
example is the rejection by African governments
of the so-called “golden rice”, a rice enriched in
beta-carotene (a precursor of vitamin A) by
means of GMO technology. This rice could save
millions of children in Africa from blindness
caused by vitamin A deficiency! This is a topic I
already wrote about some years ago.

What the average consumer fears is the
foreign RNA and DNA (ribonucleic- and
deoxyribonucleic acid) which is transferred
from one organism to another and eventually
ingested by humans. However, public
knowledge about the science is practically nil,
whereas perception is extremely negative.
Again, it is the fear of the unknown, further
promoted by false information from prejudiced
influencers. Basically, GMO techniques are a
more precise, controlled form of traditional
cultivation methods. The following may
illustrate the similarities, and put the facts into
relationship:

Any food and any diet results in the intake of
foreign RNA and DNA, at between 0.1 and 1.0
grams per day, from normal eating. Any food
containing cell mass (e.g. meat, pulses, etc)
and fermented foods like cheese, yoghurt,
beer, which also contain microbes, include
naturally occurring RNA and DNA. A GMO
food brings no additional amount of genetic
material into our organism.

Ingested dietary DNA is highly digestible.
Despite digestion, some transgenes (from

GMO) have been detected in ruminal
duodenal digesta and tissues in addition to the
expected endogenous plant DNA. Depending
on tissue type, however, a plant cell may
contain 500-50’000 copies of its natural
genome, in sharp contrast to the single copy
of a transgene DNA transferred in a GMO cell
nucleus genome. Therefore, the probability of
perfusion and detection of a transgene in the
blood compared to a “natural” foreign-
organism gene is lower by a factor 500-50’000!
This makes any transgene-transfer from plant
to intestinal microflora extremely unlikely and
transfer to mammalian organ cells is even less
likely, by comparison with “natural” gene
transfer (which is still extremely unlikely for
biological/genetical “foreign species” reasons).
Even after getting into our bloodstream a
transgene would have to be incorporated in
our own genome in order to cause any effect
whatsoever. Simple retrieval of transgenes in
animal tissues does not imply insertion in
mammalian cells! Also the European Food
Safety Agency EFSA concluded that there is
no evidence that intact genes from plants can
be transferred to and be expressed in
mammalian cells.

Transgenes are selectively chosen from
compatible plants of at least related species
(e.g. from cereal to cereal, pulse to pulse). One
cannot simply put a cactus gene into a maize
genome, even less a frog gene into a wheat
genome. On the other hand, we should take
note that the traditional way of cultivating and
cross-breeding crops and animals to
“improve” the species (i.e. change the
genome) has been totally uncontrolled and is
basically random. Gene technology allows the
recombining of a single specific gene with
clearly known properties with another genome.
Classic cross-breeding means the complete
opposite, with nothing but sheer trial-and-error
in attempting to reach a desired (?) outcome.

The also often quoted “environmental risk of
uncontrolled release” of GMO is equally
applicable to traditional cross-breeding
techniques. There are many prevalent proofs
of “natural” cross-breeding plants being
released and spreading uncontrollably in the
environment.

The agronomic and nutritional benefits of GM
crops for feed or food outweigh any perceived
risk of uptake or integration of transgenes.
Particularly when correctly compared to
traditional “natural” cross-breeding.
Considering the potential of higher yield, lower
soil and water use, increased drought and salt
tolerance, GMO cultivation has an even higher
potential regarding climate and environment
protection. Even pesticide use can potentially
be lower thanks to genetic modification.

Regardless of these facts, public perception
of GMO in food is disastrous, inspite of
widespread agreement among scientists that
GMO-derived foods are safe. This perception
stands in contrast to the climate discussion,
where public sentiment is largely aligned
with the leading scientific opinion. This
situation is confirmed with a recent study in
Nature (Fernbach, 2018) on human behaviour.
It was shown that “extreme opponents of
genetically modified foods know the least
but think they know the most”! This outcome
is nicely illustrated with a graph in this study
(I do not dare to speculate about the national
differences;-)

In summary, the relationship between self-
assessed and objective knowledge shifts
from positive to negative at high levels of
opposition against GMO. This pattern did not
emerge, however, for attitudes and beliefs
about climate change. Seemingly, personal
interest in a topic and one’s own, unqualified
understanding are more important than trust in
scientific evidence.
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Genetically modified 
organisms in our food
Contributed by Remo P. Jutzeler van Wijlen, Head R&D Sponser Sports 
Food Ing. Appl Food Sciences, MAS Nutrition & Health ETHZ



AI has become a common buzzword. The
press and advertisers refer to it as if it is some
super ultimate scientific breakthrough which
provides the ultimate solution to all problems,
intricate or otherwise. Little do they know that
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has no intelligence
whatever.  Of course it boils down to what
one understands under the concept of
“Intelligence”. According to Wikipedia
intelligence is defined as, “the ability to reason,
plan, solve problems, think abstractly,
comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and
learn from experience.” Well, under this
definition AI doesn’t come anywhere near.

To understand what AI is, I would like to refer
the reader to a couple of articles I wrote for this
Newsletter on the same subject: 

AI, a Curse or a Blessing May 2016

Face Recognition January 2017

The method used to recognise faces is one of
the first practical applications of AI. The now
famous picture I used for both articles is
reproduced here, for the simple reason that it
illustrates clearly what AI is all about. Basically
a picture of 2 million pixels is reduced to 45
parameters, by wiring the pixels in a pattern
similar to how brain cells are wired, i.e. in a
Neural Network The 45 or so parameters will be
different for different persons, but remain the
same if the picture is moved, tilted magnified or
reduced. Facial recognition works only if the
parameters for a very large number of faces are
stored first. This is called “the learning
process”. Finally, when asked to recognise a
new face, the  computer has to compare the
parameters of the new face with those which
are stored on its database. If there is a match
or matches it will identify the matching face(s)
and display  any associated information (such
as name, address etc.) which was stored at the
time the date was collected.

Imagine that, if instead of a two dimensional
set of pixels, a three-dimensional one is used.
The reduction using neural network could then
be expanded to cover a vast set of
applications. AI is therefore a process of
reduction; the reduction is performed by wiring
the input parameters in a neural network
similar to the way brain cells are wired, and
thus reduce the problem to a much smaller set
of relevant parameters.

How does AI Work?
The short answer is, simply, we do not know.
Why connecting the pixels in a neural
network pattern as shown above produces
parameters, which are insensitive to the
position or rotation of the pictures remains a
mystery. Suffice it to say that the neural
network connections are borrowed from the
way the brain cells are connected. 

However, just because we don’t
understand how AI works in detail,
does not mean we can’t use it. On the
contrary AI has become the “talk of
town”. One can easily imagine that
instead of picture pixels, we can use
any other set of figures, which are
amenable to teaching the computer
the expected results.

Some Applications
Needless to say, any set of input data
can be used instead of picture pixels.
Here are a few applications which
come to mind:

Email Filtering. 
Incoming emails can be efficiently
filtered to keep spam and unwanted
emails out. 

Fraud Detection. 
AI is used by banks to determine if there is any
unusual activity on an account.

Speech Recognition. 
Just as with face detection, speech can be
recognised; not who the speaker is, but what
s/he is saying. Alexa and Siri use AI.

Personalisation. 
Most on-line services use AI to personalise your
preferences. Amazon, and most other on-line
platforms use AI to learn what your preferences
are and suggest items for you to purchase.

Self-Driving Cars. 
These computer driven cars rely heavily on
AI, and need to store a very large amount of
data in order to function. They are still under
development, but the few prototypes
released on actual roads have proven to be
remarkably good.

Completing sentences 
and suggesting words. 
These familiar and useful functions, exist in
several programs, e.g. WhatsApp. They rely, of
course, very heavily on AI in order to function
in a useful manner.

Closing Remarks
I have deliberately left out using the word
‘Algorithm’. It is a confusing word, and often
refers to any set of operations, without going
into the trouble of explaining them. 

AI is being developed at a tremendous rate
and will invade our lives much more thoroughly
than the Internet or the iPhone. What is more,
if it gets into the wrong hands it can be very
dangerous, especially if rogue regimes get to
using it to control their own populations.

Further reading
The Internet Society
Artificial Intelligence
How does AI Work?
What is AI?

Artificial Intelligence
Contributed by IMCZ honorary member Muthana Kubba

•SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY
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https://www.zdnet.com/article/what-is-ai-everything-you-need-to-know-about-artificial-intelligence/
https://builtin.com/artificial-intelligence
https://builtin.com/artificial-intelligence
https://www.internetsociety.org/resources/doc/2017/artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning-policy-paper/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIk5CUtorY4wIVlJAYCh0ZKg-7EAAYAyAAEgL8evD_BwE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence


Cruising the Caribbean Costa Rica
•TRAVEL AND LEISURE 

After departing Colón, Panama (see the last
instalment of “Cruising the Caribbean” in the
June – July 2019 IMCZ Newsletter) we sailed
overnight up the Atlantic coast of Central
America to Puerto Limón, Costa Rica.

Costa Rica
The name, “rich coast”, is said to come from
Christopher Columbus, who arrived in the early
16th century and reported seeing natives
wearing gold jewelry. However, Costa Rica is in
fact quite poor in the natural resources
generally considered valuable; the riches of
Costa Rica are rather to be found in the
plenitude of its flora and fauna.

It is thought to have been first settled around
10,000 BCE by various nomad tribes which
migrated across the Bering Strait from Asia and
pushed south through the Americas over
millennia.

The indigenous folk were not as well organized
as some of their contemporaries in Central and

South America and were almost completely
subsumed into the Spanish colonies during the
16th century. The Spaniards were disappointed
by the lack of gold, silver and native slaves and
treated the region to a relatively benign neglect
in comparison to other colonies.

In 1640, the notorious English pirate, Henry
Morgan attacked, suspecting that there was
treasure to be had which the Spaniards had
failed to discover. However, he too was
disappointed and was repelled by the locals.

We made land in Puerto Limon, the principal
port of Costa Rica. In colonial times, the port
served to export coffee, which was harvested
with the help of African slaves. However, most
Costa Ricans of African ethnicity are descended
from Jamaican immigrants who came to help
build the first Costa Rican railroad in the late 19th

century. Thanks in part to the speedier transport
provided by the railroad, bananas subsequently
displaced coffee as Costa Rica’s main export.
However, tourism, especially ecotourism, is now

more important to Costa Rica’s economy
than all of its exports combined.

The Spanish relinquished Costa Rica into
independence in the early 19th century, after
losing the Mexican War of Independence.
After two unsuccessful attempts to
participate in a Federal Republic of Central
America, Costa Rica became fully
independent and successfully rebuffed an
attempt by the American William Walker to
take control of the country during a civil
war in the mid-19th century.

Since then Costa Rica has enjoyed
democratic government with only two brief
interruptions by military figures during the
first half of the 20th century. As a result, it got
rid of its army in 1948 and has been a stable
democracy ever since. Because of its
neutrality, it is sometimes called the
Switzerland of Central America.

Veragua Rainforest
We spent most of our time in Costa Rica in
the Veragua Rainforest. After about an hour’s
bus ride from the port, we arrived at the
Veragua Rainforest Research & Adventure
Park, where we had a brief pause for
refreshment at the Rainforest Café before
meeting our guide.

While waiting to depart on our tour, we
already spotted our first three-toed sloth,
hanging in the treetops. Only a short distance
along the trail, we saw an enormous anthill.
Looking up, our guide pointed out the same
sloth we had seen earlier. We also caught a
glimpse of a golden silk orb-weaver before
entering the Frog Habitat.

Frog & Reptile Habitats
The Frog and Reptile Habitats are vivaria
featuring countless species of reptiles and
amphibians indigenous to the Caribbean.
The frog habitat is claimed to be the only one
of its kind in the world. The nocturnal frogs
are kept in cases with low-intensity reddish
light so the visitors can observe them. Of
course, there were numerous poisonous
species of both frogs and snakes, including
poison dart tree frogs and fer-de-lance pit
vipers. The poisonous frogs were quite tiny.

Butterfly Garden
We then moved on to the Butterfly Garden,
which not only features numerous varieties of
butterflies in various stages of development,
but also an impressive assortment of flora,
including Lobelia Excelsa and various types
of Heliconia.

The most striking of the many butterflies on
exhibit is the blue morpho, which can also be
seen in the papillorama on the island of
Mainau in Lake Constance. The characteristic,
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Giant Anthill in Veragua Rainforest

Lobelia Excelsa in the Butterfly Garden

Contributed by IMCZ Webmaster Roger Brooks

http://www.veraguarainforest.com/attractions/butterfly-garden.html
http://www.veraguarainforest.com/attractions/frog-habitat.html
http://www.veraguarainforest.com
http://www.veraguarainforest.com
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iridescent blue coloring of its upper wing surfaces is
due to their microstructure rather than to any
pigmentation. The undersides of their wings are
brown, with trompe l’oeil “eyes”, called ocelli.

The other species which was well represented in the
Butterfly Garden was the Tiger Longwing.

Adjacent to the Butterfly Garden is the Insectarium,
which features several cases of butterflies, other
insects and arachnids.

Research Station
After leaving the Butterfly Garden, we found a
column of ants carrying pieces of leaves along a
carefully groomed ant trail. Our guide explained how
the ants leave a scent along the trail to make sure
their colleagues don’t lose their way. We then entered
the Research Station, where we were treated to a
presentation by one of the researchers, describing
some of the work being done here.

Three-toed sloth
We then proceeded to the Aerial Tram Station for a
trip down to the valley floor. On the way, we had the
remarkable fortune to see a sloth actually climbing
(they aren’t called sloths for nothing). The photo
shows him ensconced in his final position.

Heliconia in the Butterfly Garden

Tiger Longwing in Butterfly Garden

Three-Toed Sloth in Veragua Rainforest



•TRAVEL AND LEISURE 
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Aerial Tram Ride
The Aerial Tram then took us down to the valley floor. On
the way down, we could see many specimens of the so-
called “Walking Palm Tree”, Socratea Exorrhiza. The name
comes from the prop roots, which look like stubby legs
protruding from the long trunk. The inner part of these roots
is thought to improve male potency, perhaps because of
the peculiar horn-shaped fruit pods which ultimately open
to reveal bunches of fruit similar to those of date palms.

Puma Waterfall
On the valley floor we saw many other varieties of flora, but
no fauna. The most impressive was the big buttress tree,
Dussia Macrophyllata, named for its impressive root
structure.

We also visited the Puma Waterfall, which though
attractive, does not really compare to the many impressive
waterfalls to be found here in Switzerland. On the way back
to the tram station, we spotted another Golden Silk Orb-
Weaver, this one in the act of preying on a dragonfly.

Return to Port
Back at the Rainforest Café, we had time for a quick snack
and to make a modest donation to the Foundation for
Rainforest Research before boarding the bus to return to
Puerto Limon. On the way back, we had the remarkable
good fortune to see a two-toed sloth hanging on a tree right
by the roadside. This was remarkable because the so-
called two-toed sloths are nocturnal, unlike the three-toed
sloths. To add to the confusion, “two-toed sloth” is actually
a misnomer, as the so-called “two-toed sloths” actually
have three toes, but only two fingers.

Aerial Tram in Veragua Rainforest

Socratea Exorrhiza Palm Fruit of Socratea Exorrhiza
Golden Silk Orb-Weaver 
Preying on a Dragonfly

Puma Waterfall, 
Veragua Rainforest

Further Reading
Those interested in additional detail can consult 
the following sources (not to mention Wikipedia 
and TripAdvisor):

The Federal Republic of Central America

William Walker (filibuster)

Veragua Rainforest Research & Adventure Park

Big buttress tree (Dussia macrophyllata) Two-Toed Sloth at Roadside

https://www.govisitcostarica.com/listings/listingDetails.asp?coid=2042
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Walker_(filibuster)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Republic_of_Central_America


SPORTS•IMCZNEWS From the
SLOPES...
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Lake Gatun from the Panama RailiwaySummertime Snowboard Building in Austria
The idea
It was a Thursday evening, a few months ago,
and we were enjoying our customary beers at
the Stammtisch, when out of the blue, IMCZ
Member and Master Electrician Chris Hancock
came up with the idea of building some
snowboards in time for the next Winter season.
I myself, Chris Hancock and Master composite
boat-builder Chris Hill are all keen snowboarders
and this seemed like a great, and rather novel,
idea. However the two Chris’s further proposed
that we carry out the construction project in the
middle of Summer in Innsbruck. Well why not!?
We would not lose any powder time that way. It
would be something different, and we could also
camp out at that time of the year, saving on
hotels and invest more in camp-site beers
instead. Planning promptly got underway and a
fourth snow boarder, Adam Mager, a Hyundai
electric drive-train specialist and friend of the
two Chris’s, was also recruited to join the team.
The boards were to be built at the Innsbruck
workshop facilities of Spurart, an Austrian
company specializing in providing weekend
workshops for DIY ski and snowboard
construction. We all booked for the agreed
date and signed up for the workshop. We had
to choose what type of board we wanted to
build. The options included all-round boards,
uni-directional powder boards and split-boards
for touring. Spurart also offer ski building
workshops. Chris Hill and I chose split boards
whilst Chris Hancock and Adam chose powder
boards. Of course, Chris Hill was going to use
the latest carbon fibre technology for his
snowboard construction, as he’s accustomed to
do when building boats for the America’s Cup.

The journey
We briefly contemplated bringing our wives
along for the weekend but then realized that this
was a golden opportunity for a boys-only
camping weekend with BBQ and beers. The two
Chris’s travelled to Innsbruck with Boatbuilder
Chris’s camper van, which is actually a
marvellous travelling workshop in its own right,
containing all the tools needed for his trade and
equipped with lightweight carbon fibre worktops
and storage units. I elected to fire up my trusty
Yamaha FZR-1000 motorcycle, equipped with
touring paniers and travel down on that. Adam
travelled independently from where he’s based
in Frankfurt. He managed to sneak a weekend
test drive in a new and as yet unveiled Hyundai
model. The two Chris’s loaded up the beer and
wine and other essentials and set up camp in
preparation for the President’s arrival. Chris
Hancock even loaned me his tent for which I
was most thankful. I was also impressed with
the plentiful stock of beers and wine on hand
(which I was to regret that the following day). We
feasted on sausages, delicately prepared in
Chris Hill’s gas heated frying pan (what
happened to that BBQ you promised, Chris
Hancock???). Adam left for his hotel in town
and the rest of us turned in for the night.

Day 1 at the workshop
The campsite was out of town but within easy
cycling distance and even easier motorcycling
distance of Innsbruck town centre, where the
Spurart workshops are located. The two
Chris’s had packed their mountain bikes for
this very purpose, so we all two-wheeled it into
town. Adam is a bit of a skate boarder and
came along from his hotel on the latest E skate-
board, freshly imported from China and
apparently, perfectly legal to ride in Austria.

We met the Spurart workshop
instructors, a young and friendly
bunch of Austrians, who
explained the theory of
snowboard building to us. Each
workshop participant was
provided with a shelf containing
all the essential ingredients for the
board or ski construction,
including moulds, templates,
cores, fibre glass sheets, edging
strips and running surfaces.
Another Austrian team was
present at the workshop building
their own skis, so we were able to
witness that process too. Skis
and boards require a slightly
different construction approach,
surprise, surprise! The split
boards are initially constructed as
a single board and then cut in half
on the second day after the oven
baking. The aim of the first day
was to assemble all the materials
into the mould, gluing them
together into a “sandwich” with
resin. The sandwich, which
makes up the board, would then
be vacuum packed and placed
into an oven, so that the resin
could harden overnight. We were
warned that nobody would go

home until that step was completed, no
matter how long it took!

Firstly, the synthetic running surface(s) were
laid out on the table. These had been pre-
shaped according to our board types and
sizes. Next came the metal edging strips
which had to be carefully bent, shaped and
cut to match the outer edges of the running
surfaces. This is when I realized that drinking
beer the night before had not been ideal
preparation for this fine detailed work. Not
having my reading glasses or a magnifying
glass, proved to be another hindrance. Oh,
the joys of age! The metal edge strips were
temporarily glued down along the edges of
the running surfaces. The split boards also
required metal edges along the inside edges
of the running surfaces and these were also
temporarily glued and taped down.

Contributed by IMCZ President, Bill Lichtensteiger

Spurart workshop with my bike

Camp-site scenery

Camp-site beers

Spurart inside workshop
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The edges would ultimately be held in place with
the hardened resin, which was to be added later.
It was then lunchtime, signaled by the arrival of
Pizzas and our “hair of the dog” beers.

The workshop organizers had prepared special
forms, or moulds, for each participant,
according to the chosen style of board.
Furthermore, each participant had a pre-formed
wooden core made from ash, which exhibits
good strength and flexibility. The cores form the
middle of the boards and are sandwiched with
fibre glass and/or carbon fibre sheets. The forms
are used to receive the different layers of
material during the construction process. The
running surfaces were the first layer onto the
mould. The wooden cores had to be extended
at the tips with white tabs of ABS, which absorb
the knocks and bumps suffered at the ends of
the board in use. If the wood core is extended
to the tips of the board, it may be damaged by
impact. The ABS and wood would be invisibly
joined under the various material layers by the
end of the process. Inserts had to be driven into
the wooden cores of the snowboards in order to
receive the binding mounting screws. Now

came the messy part. Resin was
prepared in huge quantities by the
staff, for use during the construction
process. Firstly, the top of the running
surface was covered in resin.

Next came two layers of fibre glass, or
in Chris Hill’s case, layers of carbon
fibre which would provide extra
stiffness and a light weight board
construction. Using carbon fibre
instead of fiberglass results in around
600-700g of weight saving which is
significant for touring, where much of
the time is spent dragging equipment
up hill.

The wooden core was then dropped
into the mould followed by additional
layers of fibre glass and/or carbon
fibre. Finally, for the non-carbon fibre
builders, came a decorative top layer
of wood veneers. Spurart provided a
selection of veneer sheets ranging
from lighter pine and beech to the
darker woods, which could be used
for the final surface finishes. The
more ambitious workshop
participants, such as yours truly, used

a combination of veneers to achieve a pleasing
design effect, only to see it somewhat altered
the next day during the sawing process. With
hindsight, the final finishes and designs should
have been considered and decided before the
workshop, to avoid scrambling around through
the veneers and painful soul searching about
what look to have. After all, these boards were
hopefully going to be admired for a long time
to come. However, as I never seem to have any
spare time, I just made things up as I went
along. The final veneers were also coated with
resin. Chris Hancock managed to scrounge
some of Boatbuilder Chris’s carbon fibre off-
cuts, from which he created a trendy carbon
fibre tip for his otherwise veneered board.

The completed construction, including the
mould, was then encased in a large plastic bag.

Bill’s wooden core

Chris with resin

Chris Hill cutting his edges

Chrisses fitting their edges

Workshop beers

Pizzas

Glueing edges 
on split board
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The open bag end was sealed with sticky
rubber strip after having a valve inserted. A
vacuum pump was used to extract all the air
from the bag and compress the layers of the
board tightly together, down into the mould.
The bags were placed into the ovens and re-
connected to vacuum pumps inside the ovens
to maintain the suction. Wooden slats were
inserted under the moulds in strategic positions
along the length of the boards and clamps
were also used in order to impart the required
rocker and camber to the boards. My own
board had camber underneath, rocker at the
front and a flat rear in order to help provide
more friction when walking uphill with skins. A
normal board would have rocker at both the
front and rear. Once we all had our boards
clamped down in the oven and under vacuum
it was time to hit the town!

Innsbruck
Innsbruck is the capitol of Tirol and well
known as a Winter Olympics venue. In 1989
the legendary Eddie “the Eagle” Edwards

contested his last ski-jumping event here,
unfortunately breaking his collarbone in the
process (not the first or only bone he broke,
I’m sure!). There were many fine historical
buildings to marvel at as well as fine beers to
be drunk.

Inevitably, we ended up devouring
Wienerschnitzels in a restaurant, which were
well deserved after our hard day’s work. It
was then off back to the campsite for a more
respectable earlier night. Our lessons had
been learnt. We wondered what the morning
would bring and what would emerge from the
ovens. Would it be a snowboard or a blobby
mess with protruding edge strips?

Day 2 at the workshop
After breaking camp and packing our
belongings, we headed for a tasty McMuffin
breakfast at McDonalds. I never thought I
would use the words tasty and McDonalds in
the same sentence, but it was actually
quite good.

The 38 °C heat continued into the second day
but thankfully the workshop was quite well
ventilated and further beers helped to keep us
cool. We frantically ripped open our plastic
bags, like a bunch of excited kids on Christmas
day, and marvelled at what we had built the
previous day. The boards were solid and dry,
but did not yet resemble the final product, due
to all the overhanging material which needed
to be cut away. It was a case of getting up
close and hands on with the jig saws, cutting
as close as we dare to the metal edges of the
board, without damaging them. In the case of
the split boards we also had to saw down the
middle to separate the two halves and then
saw around each half to remove the excess
material. Sanding belts were used to trim the
tips of our board to their final contour. The
buried inserts (underneath the various layers)
used for binding mountings had to be opened-
up with careful drilling with the aid of the
template (ah, that was what it was for!), and
cleaned out with thread cutters. We then
handed our prized possessions to the experts
to do the initial machine grinding of the edges
and polishing of the running surfaces.
Extensive sandpaper and elbow grease were
then needed to remove the resin from the
surfaces of the wooden veneers. The carbon
fibre board surfaces were not sanded as these
already had their final high-tech look and finish.
Those with split boards had to cut a pair of
skins to size and attach the mounting hooks.
One proud Austrian ski owner had his initials
lasered out from contrasting pieces of veneer
which were then stylishly applied to his ski tips.
He was so pleased with the result that he
had a permanent grin on his face for the rest
of the day, and probably also for the rest of his
skiing career.

Adam decided to have a graphic design
created by his girlfriend, etched into his board.
This would be done by the Spurart staff using
their computer-controlled laser machine, which
could be fed with the digital image of the
graphic design. We sadly left behind our
boards for a final tune up and protective resin
coating which would be done by the Spurart

Grinning Austrian

Innsbruck

Oven
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team. We then went our separate ways back
home again. I biked it back to Zug, enjoying the
views over the Alberg pass and the two Chrisses
headed back in Chris Hill’s camper van. Adam
unfortunately got stuck for a couple of hours in
his Hyundai on the Fernpass going back into
Germany. Hopefully his entertainment system
was working, or maybe he was able to enjoy
some Austrian farewell yodelling on the radio.
We must ask him when we next see him.

All that now remains is the collection of our new
boards which is currently being organized by the
Chrisses, as I write this article. With any luck, we
may even be able to reclaim the VAT on our
workshop fees. We will also have to select the
appropriate bindings for our boards. Split board
bindings are quite special, as they allow the
boots to be clamped-in either across the board,
as is usual for a snowboard, or longitudinally
along the board with one foot clamped to each
board half, for touring with skins. Additional
board clamps are then used to attach the two
halves of the board to each other. Then of course
will come the testing of our boards this coming
season. No doubt we will be planning an
appropriate outing for that purpose, once the
powder starts falling again. That does seem a
long way off right now given the heat wave we
find ourselves in at the moment. We will have to
continue with Summer beer drinking for now.

I would like to thank my snowboarding pals,
the two Chris’s and Adam for suggesting
and planning the workshop at Spurart. Also,
a big thank you to all the Spurart staff –
Michael (the owner), Simon, Hannes and

Anton. The workshop was truly a special
experience and I’m sure we will all treasure the
moments for many years to come, as well as
the deep powder moments which are still yet
to come.

Our finished boards



www.ronsumners.com
phone 077 424 94 13
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As a kid, a professional skateboard was
probably the first expensive thing I ever saved
up to buy. After about a year slaving away after
school at a Middle Eastern bakery, I finally had
enough to buy a real Powell Peralta Tony
Hawk, hot pink with silver-blue bird skull
graphics, if you can believe it.

I recall armoring up and attempting to ride the
biggest hill in my hometown from my home
down to my grandparents’ house. I got up to
such a speed that carving turns did nothing to
slow me. Bailing out, I flew over and through
some hedges for a “soft landing” on some
angry neighbor’s lawn. That was my first and
last attempt to carve a hill on that board, and
I mostly rode it in a straight line on flat terrain
to and from classes in college.

Somehow, the Hawk made it to Switzerland
with me but languished in my Keller for ten
long years. Upon discovering it covered in
cobwebs, while getting ready for the periodic
bomb shelter inspection, nostalgia gripped me
and I thought, “Time for a ride!”

Off I went to a skate shop in Luzern to
get back into the groove of the sport.
High up on a wall, I was astonished to
see the owner had mounted a brand new
silver blue Tony Hawk deck ...

“Wow, how much is that one?”

“Not for sale. Those are my personal
collector’s decks. That Tony Hawk reissue
is pretty damn rare.”

“Oh yeah, I’ve got an original ’83 sitting 
in my Keller.”

“Really?!! You do realize how much that’s
worth, right?”

I looked up some vintage Hawks on eBay (in
“beat to Hell” condition, too): asking $1,500 to
$2,100. As you might imagine, the pink Hawk
is now resting comfortably in her undisclosed,
secure, climate-controlled, off-site location.
Hmmm, I needed to get a new board to ride...

The popular style board, today, is mainly the
street board, narrow with small wheels, or
those huge longboards. The street skate is
mostly for flip tricks, which are not something
for me since I like my teeth in their current
condition. Both street and longboards are
good for basic transportation mostly in a
straight line on flat terrain (although
longboards can also zip downhill at highway
speeds ... no thanks!). However, something
more interesting caught my eye in that skate
shop ... the surfskate.

At my age, I’m not going to use a skateboard
to get around town, but taking one out on a
Saturday to carve around sounded like fun. The
surfskate is a machine that can make that
dream a reality without the need for and danger
of descending a large hill at high speed. 

Originally, the surfskate was created for
surfers to simulate the feel of a surfboard to
train on dry land. The first company to pioneer
surfskates was Carver, and it is still the gold

standard. Carver skates are
100% American-made of US
steel and wood, made in the
official Carver USA workshop.

The key component is the front
truck (axle assembly) with its
ability to turn using multiple pivot

points or a special reverse king pin. These
configurations allow the hanger axle to move
much more radically than a traditional truck to
produce very short radius turns.

When first attempting to stand on a Carver,
you’d think the king pin nut must have fallen
off. The board feels very loose and you teeter
abruptly from side to side. I remember
thinking, “Yikes, I’ll never get this!” Amazingly,
I was skating around in about 15 minutes
despite not having ridden a skateboard since
1996! Like riding a bike, I guess.

The two aspects that make the surfskate
different and so much better than normal

skateboards is the ability, on flat terrain, to
propel oneself by “pumping” the board and to
maneuver like an F-16 at slow to moderate
speeds. These characteristics are game
changing and make the surfskate a total blast.

Pumping, shifting your weight from rail to rail,
allows the rider to easily generate motion and
get the board going from a dead stop without
pushing off from the ground. This is quite a
workout, sort of like dancing, and it’s possible
to ride indefinitely on flat or near-flat terrain.
Zug is a perfect location with lots of
appropriate topography.

Once moving on the board, the rider can turn
and swoop all over the place, making
effortless 90 degree turns and even riding 360
degrees around. I do like the idea of a kick tail
as on my Carver Swallow model, which
provides leverage to aid in the pumping
action. Unless traveling down a significant hill,
all this maneuvering is done at reasonable
speeds with a great deal of control. 

A Curve of Fate:  

Contributed by IMCZ Sports’ editor Joseph Dow

Surfskates Channeling the 
Old Skool Skateboard
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Carvers are more expensive (in the 300+ CHF range) than other
surfskate brands and normal boards, but a bargain compared to a Tony
Hawk re-issue or vintage board. Carver also has the inexpensive Triton
brand, made in Asia of cheaper materials, but it’s geared towards the
younger, lighter rider. If you have the energy and want to shoot the
pavement like a surfer riding the Banzai Pipeline, go for a real Carver.
Added bonus: no tiger sharks.

Surfskate Info:
Components: Back in the old days, if you wanted a professional board,
you selected and bought all the components separately and built your
own board. Nowadays, even premium boards, especially Carver, come
as “completes” with quality components. To put together a board from
parts would be much more expensive.

Decks – the decks mostly have shapes similar to the Old Skool ‘80s
models and come in various lengths, made up of multi-ply laminate
hardwood maple with grip tape on top. A few newer boards are street
shape with narrower trucks. My board is a 29.5” Carver Swallow,
which is wide and pretty short but quite maneuverable with its
swallowtail. With the trucks turning so much and the use of larger
wheels, riser plates are also mounted between the deck and trucks.

Trucks – Carver makes 3 different front trucks paired with one of 2
rear trucks

C7 
(Original Double Pivot Design, Front, 6.5” wide)

With a second axis, the C7 is said to have a
very smooth feel and is closest to simulating a

surfboard ride and has more adjustability.

CX.4 
(Newer, Simpler RKP Design, Front, 6.5” wide)

Snappy, lighter, different but not inferior to 
the C7. I’m very happy with this truck and

don’t think I’d prefer the more involved 
and costlier C7.

C5 mini 
(Narrower CX-style for street shaped boards,

Front, 5.75” wide)
Lower profile and narrower width to 

work with a street-style deck

C2.4
(Traditional Truck, Rear, 6.5” wide)

A normal truck for the back, matched in width
to create a system with either the C7 or CX

C4 (Narrower Traditional Truck paired with C5 Front for street 
shape, Rear, 5.75” wide) Same as the C2.4 but narrower 

and lower profile to pair with the C5 front truck

Bushings – these are the cylindrical shock absorbers that are fitted
to the vertical axis of the truck (around the kingpin) and on which
the axle pivots. They come in different hardnesses and tightening
the kingpin with a skatekey determines the looseness/stiffness of
the truck’s motion. I noticed I needed to crank down the kingpin to
keep the bushings from popping out of their sockets on the hanger.
I might also replace them with a stiffer durometer to get a slightly
stiffer ride.

Wheels – surfskates require a bigger, softer
wheel for grip and stability and my Swallow
comes with the fabulous 65mm ECOthane
(soy-based to lower that carbon footprint)
wheels with a durometer rating (hardness)
of 81A. Wheels with a concave profile for
even more grip, as well as slightly harder
park wheels, are also available. Similar to
regular skateboards, surfskates use high-quality
wheel bearings.

Shoes – a durable and stable shoe
is essential to ride a skateboard.
The Vans Old Skool Pro is a great
shoe with many eyelets for a
custom tightened fit, a wide toe
box to keep your toes from being
squeezed, and a removable insole
to accommodate orthotics.

Protective Gear – I recommend at
least gloves, and a helmet would probably be a good idea, too. For
gloves, I use mountain biking gloves. For those just beginning,
plastic-capped knee and elbow pads and wrist guards give you
additional protection.

Useful Links:
Carver Surfskates: https://carverskateboards.com
ECOthane Wheels: https://bureo.co/blogs/the-rip/ecothane
Videos demonstrating Carver Surfskates:
youtube.com/watch?v=TJlGcm2LYfc
https://vimeo.com/carverskateboards
Powell Peralta Skateboards: www.powell-peralta.com
Vans Skateshoes: https://www.vans.ch/shop/de/vans-ch/old-skool-
pro-schuhe-vn000zd40ns#hero=0
doodah Skateshop in Zug
Metallstr. 9, 6300 Zug, 041 711 77 42, doodah.ch
blue-tomato, Online Shop: www.blue-tomato.com/en-GB/
Skate.ch Online Swiss Skateshop
Surfskate Buyer’s Guide: 
www.surf-skateboards.com/en/surfskate-guide/

Carver Swallow Carver Da Monsta My Swallow Carver Oracle Powell-Peralta 
Tony Hawk Vintage Board

http://www.surf-skateboards.com/en/surfskate-guide/
http://www.blue-tomato.com/en-GB/
https://www.vans.ch/shop/de/vans-ch/old-skool-pro-schuhe-vn000zd40ns#hero=0
https://www.vans.ch/shop/de/vans-ch/old-skool-pro-schuhe-vn000zd40ns#hero=0
https://vimeo.com/carverskateboards
http://youtube.com/watch?v=TJlGcm2LYfc
https://bureo.co/blogs/the-rip/ecothane
https://carverskateboards.com


Niels Bohr, the 1922 Nobel Prize Winner in Physics, famously said:
“Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future”. This especially
applies to financial markets. Every year, millions of pages are written by
financial analysts, strategists, researchers and specialists on where they
see the markets heading in the future. Almost every investment company,
bank and fund house spends massive resources, especially at year end,
in forecasting how the markets will do in the following year. They also
keep updating their forecasts on anything from a broad market index to
an individual stock. They are well structured with logical arguments that
are easy for someone to be convinced about and to act on.

Sadly, most predictions are wide of the mark. With so much data
floating around, those few that made a correct prediction are glorified
and attain a new following, whereas the vast majority of wrong
forecasts are forgotten. The undeniable fact is that forecasts are
marketing tools in order to sell something. 

What is frightening is that investment companies adjust the
management of their clients’ money based on their forecasts. 

Managing money “proactively” is the biggest marketing con job in
finance, as it implies that the investment house shall act before the
muck hits the fan, or they will buy a certain stock before it skyrockets.
And people buy into this “proactiveness”, because it’s coming from
well-experienced, educated, skillful “experts”.

To follow, we give a few real examples that puts this thesis to shame.

1. The Sohn Conference
Every year, the Sohn conference in New York hosts the “crème de la
crème” of fund managers in order to raise money for charity. Famous
managers are asked to give their top stock pick for the next 12 months.
At the same time, columnists from the Wall St Journal’s “Heard on the
Street” column, throw darts at a similar number of stocks.

The results were most revealing, and quite brutal for the investment
pros. The columnists’ picks outperformed the pros’ selection by 27%
in the one year since the previous conference! The pros also lagged
the main US market index by almost 20%.

See chart below - ‘experts’ on the left, darts on the right:

2. Equity analysts – example: UBS
Almost every major stock in every major market is followed by at least
20 bank analysts, experts in their field, who issue a buy/hold/sell
recommendation on the stock, and a 12-month price target. 

Following chart is the stock of UBS, which is followed by 30 analysts
from major banks.

The yellow line is the actual stock price in the last 5 years. 
The black line is the average analyst recommendation.
The green bars are the percentage of “buys”
The grey bars are the percentage of “holds” 
The red bars are the percentage of “sells” 

Observations:
The analysts were almost ALWAYS behind the curve, as you can see
that the stock price was ahead of the analysts’ cumulative
recommendations. Not exactly proactive!

When the stock peaked in Sep 2015, it coincided with the highest
number of “buys”. Not exactly proactive!

When the stock bottomed in June 2016, it coincided with the highest
number of “sells”. Not exactly proactive!

Almost all stocks in the universe that are followed by many analysts
have similar “rear-view-mirror” characteristics. 

3. Funds that fail to beat the market
Below is a graphic from the Wall St Journal that shows the percentage
of US actively-managed funds that did not beat their benchmarks. If
these fund managers were so good at forecasting, surely they could
have easily beaten their benchmark index. It seems that 90% of them
got their predictions wrong. The numbers are not too dissimilar for
European funds.

At the end of the day, one has to always question the multitude of
predictions. If those dishing them out were so confident that they would
come true, why share them with the world, or even their clients? They
could get ridiculously wealthy by doing it themselves. 

The fact that the vast majority of mutual funds do worse than their
benchmarks over most periods presents a very strong argument to
justify using instruments that are designed for the specific purpose of
matching the performance of the space they invest in.

We could give countless more examples, but space is limited.
In the next edition we shall discuss the do’s and don’ts of creating and
maintaining a robust portfolio.

•IMCZBUSINESS/FINANCE 
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Contributed by Alasdair Burnie, IMCZ Member, Elgin Group LLC



Introduction
In the mountains, the areas frequently affected
by avalanches and the particular danger zones
(avalanche paths) are well known, and one
tries to increase the natural avalanche
protection through alterations to the terrain,
strategic forestation or artificial avalanche
barriers. In addition, dangerous slopes are
artificially cleared of snow when necessary
(by blasting). One is also aware of the risks of
the different types of avalanche: Dry slab,
loose snow, dry powder and wet avalanches
all have their own characteristics and
destructive effects.

On the debt-mountain the degree of
preparedness is rather different. Few proactive
precautions have been taken. There are only a
few avalanche barriers, partly because the
avalanche paths are largely unknown. The
different types of debt-avalanche have never
been investigated, and it seems that we are
content with ad-hoc regulations after-the-fact,
i.e. following each avalanche. However, it is
certain that any criminal and / or civil liability
which might exist for a snow avalanche
doesn’t exist for a debt “avalanche”.

Indebtness of Governments 
and their institutions
According to the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS), global debt at the end of
2017 amounted to USD 177 trillion or 244% of
global gross domestic product (GDP). Of this
amount, around USD 60 trillion was accounted
for by the public sector. The fact that the
figures of the International Monetary Fund

(IMF) are slightly higher at USD 184bn and
those of the Institute for International Finance
are significantly higher at USD 247bn, does
not change the perspective markedly. The
lower estimate is already alarming.

Another burden, scarcely mentioned in the
media, is the debt of various state institutions
and / or international organizations. Mainly a
consequence of the social market economy,
the social insurances (AHV, IV, EL and
others), health and pension funds must be
considered endangered. These liabilities
include contributions to the World Bank, UN
organizations and the like.

Nonetheless, the danger level of sovereign
debt is not as bad as feared, in avalanche
terminology it would be “moderate”. As a
result of the financing problem in Greece, the
issues of national debt and budget deficits
were brought to the attention of politicians and
could not be ignored. This resulted in
measures being either tightened or introduced
(debt-avalanche barriers).

Corporate debt
Not only do corporations have the highest
percentage of global debt, they have also
taken on the most new debt since 2016. The
debt increase was about a third more than that
of countries, and 60% more than that of
private households. The attraction of record
low interest rates is almost irresistible,
enabling dividend increases and share
buybacks, especially since interest payments
are deductible from the tax bill.

One can think what one will of the credit rating
agencies, but at least they give a good
indication of the creditworthiness of a
company they analyse. For investors, the
distinction between investment grade and
speculative or even junk is especially
important. According to S & P Global, the
average quality of a bond today is BBB- or
only one grade better than speculative
(average 1980 was A). In addition, they find
that 40% of global companies are highly
indebted, that’s over 5% more than before the
financial crisis. According to fund manager
PIMCO, 48% of all investment grade bonds in
the US today are BBB, compared to just 25%
in the 1990s.

Since investors are not asking for higher returns
on lower quality creditworthiness, the yield
spread between risk-free cash and bonds is
historically low. In addition, the cost of a hedge
on the credit default market has fallen by 40%
over the past two years. If one considers that
the liquidity on the bond market has been
reduced by the withdrawal of the banks from
this market, the danger status in avalanche
terminology is “substantial to large”.

Private loans
While household debt always attracts media
attention, it is “only” about 25% of global
debt; It is also spread over countless areas. As
a general rule, one must distinguish between
unsecured loans (granted on the basis of the
earning power of the borrower) and secured
loans (tied to specific assets).

Consumer credit, credit card debt and student
loans are unsecured loans which are usually
well-managed by the lenders. Mortgages,
home equity lines and car loans are secured
loans that are even more controlled after the
financial crisis. Due to the diversity of private
loans and the existing risk limits of banks, the
risk situation in avalanche terminology is “low
to moderate”.

•IMCZBUSINESS/FINANCE 
Avalanche danger 
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Contributed by IMCZ member, Christian Wagner



The Generous Father
A 19-year-old Italian girl tells her Mom that she has missed her 
period for two months. Very worried, the mother goes to the 
drugstore and buys a pregnancy kit. The test result shows that the 
girl is pregnant.

Shouting, cursing, and crying, the mother says, “Who was the pig that 
did this to you? I want to know!” The girl cries and says she only dated 
the father for a few weeks. She picks up the phone and makes a call. 
Half an hour later, a Ferrari stops in front of their house. A mature and 
distinguished man with grey hair and impeccably dressed in an Armani 
suit steps out of the of the Ferrari and enters the house.

He sits in the living room with the father, mother, and the girl and tells them: “Good
morning, your daughter has informed me of the problem. I can’t marry her because of
my personal family situation but I’ll take charge. I will pay all costs and provide for your
daughter for the rest of her life.” “Additionally, if a girl is born, I will bequeath a Ferrari,
a beach house, two retail stores, a townhouse, a beachfront villa, and a $2,000,000
bank account. If a boy is born, my legacy will be a couple of factories and a
$4,000,000 bank account. If twins, they will receive a factory and $2,000,000 each.

However, if there is a miscarriage, what do you suggest I do?”

At this point, the father, who had remained silent, places a hand firmly on the man’s
shoulder and tells him in a serious voice: “You go out on another date!”

1st Grader Answers
A first-grade teacher had twenty-five students in
her Clarkston, MI class. She presented each child
in her class the first half of a well-known proverb
and asked them to come up with the remainder of
the proverb. While reading, keep in mind that these
are just 6-year-olds, because the last one is
classic... although sad to see it said!

1. Don’t change horses........................... until they stop.
2. Strike while the.................................. bug is close.
3. It’s always darkest before................... Daylight Saving Time.
4. Never underestimate the power of..... termites.
5. You can lead a horse to water but....... how?
6. Don’t bite the hand that..................... looks dirty.
7. No news is.......................................... impossible.
8. A miss is as good as a......................... Mister.
9. You can’t teach an old dog new.......... math.
10. If you lie down with dogs, you’ll........ stink in the morning.
11. Love all, trust.................................... me.
12. The pen is mightier than the............. pigs.
13. An idle mind is.................................. the best way to relax.
14. Where there’s smoke there’s............ pollution.
15. Happy the bride who.........................gets all the presents.
16. A penny saved is............................... not much.
17. Two’s company, three’s..................... the Musketeers
18. Don’t put off till tomorrow what....... you put on to go to bed.
19. Laugh and the whole world laughs with you, cry and... you have to blow your nose.
20. There are none so blind as................ Stevie Wonder.
21. Children should be seen and not....... spanked or grounded.
22. If at first you don’t succeed............... get new batteries.
23. You get out of something only what you..................... see in the picture on the box.
24. When the blind lead the blind........... get out of the way.
And the WINNER is... the last one...
25. Better late than................................ pregnant.

Hearing Aid
A man was telling his neighbour, “I just bought a new hearing aid. 
It cost me four thousand dollars, but it’s state of the art. It’s perfect.”   
“Really,” answered the neighbour. “What kind is it?”   
“Twelve thirty.”
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Morris
Morris, an 82-year-old man, 
went to the doctor to get a physical.   
A few days later, the doctor saw Morris 
walking down the street with a gorgeous 
young woman on his arm.   
A couple of days later, the doctor spoke 
to Morris and said, “You’re really doing 
great, aren’t you?”   
Morris replied, “Just doing what you said, 
Doc: ‘Get a hot mama and be cheerful’” 
The doctor said, “I didn’t say that.. I said,
‘You’ve got a heart murmur; be careful.’”   

60th High School 
Class Reunion…
He was a widower and she a widow. They had
known each other for a number of years, having
been high school classmates and having
attended class reunions in the past without fail.
This 60th anniversary of their class, the widower
and the widow made a foursome with two other
singles. They had a wonderful evening, their
spirits high, with the widower throwing admiring
glances across the table and the widow smiling
coyly back at him.

Finally, during one dance, he picked up the
courage to ask her, “Will you marry me?”

After about 6 seconds of careful consideration,
she answered, “Yes, yes I will!”

Needless to say, the evening ended on a 
happy note for the widower. However, the next
morning he was troubled. Did she say “Yes” 
or did she say `No`? He couldn’t remember. 
Try as he would, he just could not recall. 
He went over-and-over the conversation of 
the previous evening, but his mind was blank.
He remembered asking the question, but for 
the life of him could not recall her response.

With fear and trepidation, he picked up the
phone and called her. First, he explained that 
he couldn’t remember as well as he used to
Then he reviewed the past evening. As he
gained a little more courage, he then inquired 
of her, “When I asked if you would marry me,
did you say “Yes” or did you say “No”?

“Why, you silly man,” she replied, I said Yes.
Yes, I will! And I meant it with all my heart!”

The widower was delighted. He felt his heart
skip a beat.

Then she continued. “And I’m so glad you
called. I couldn’t remember who asked!”



Exam Answers – Part 1
Apparently, the following answers were offered in public 
examinations set for 15 year olds. (Somewhat apocryphal 
I suspect – but amusing nonetheless - Ed.)

English
Define the word “monotony.” 

Monotony is being married to the same person all your life.

Use the word “judicious” in a sentence to show you understand 
its meaning.

Hands that judicious can be soft as your face.

What does the word “benign” mean? 
Benign is what you will be after you be eight.

What is the correct use of a semi-colon? 
Only to be used as a last resort, a semi-colon is a partial 
removal of the intestines.

Technology
What is a turbine?  

Something an Arab wears on his head.

History
What is Britain’s highest award for valour in war? 

Nelson’s column.

Religious Instruction
Who did not welcome the return of the prodigal son? 

The fatted calf.

What is a Hindu? 
It lays eggs.

Name some famous pilgrimages.
Muslims used to go to Gamages (a department store) but
now it’s closed. Christians still go on pilgrimage to Lord’s 
(cricket ground).

Geography
Name the four seasons. 

Salt, pepper, mustard and vinegar.

What is the equator? 
A menagerie lion running around the Earth through Africa.

Name a greenhouse gas. What could be done to decrease 
global warming?

Cows make large amounts of methane when they fart. 
This could be reduced by fitting them with catalytic converters.

Explain one of the processes by which water can be made 
safe to drink. 

Flirtation makes water safe to drink because it removes large 
pollutants like grit, sand, dead sheep and canoeists.

How is dew formed? 
The sun shines down on the leaves and makes them perspire.

What is a planet? 
A body of earth surrounded by sky.

What causes the tides in the oceans? 
The tides are a fight between the Earth and the Moon. 
All water tends to flow towards the moon, because there is 
no water on the moon, and nature abhors a vacuum. 
I forget where the sun joins in this fight.

What is a fossil? 
A fossil is an extinct animal. The older it is, the more extinct it is.
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Biology
What happens to your body as you age?

When you get old, so do your bowels and you get
intercontinental.

What happens to a boy when he reaches puberty? 
He says goodbye to his boyhood and looks forward to his adultery.

Name a major disease associated with cigarettes. 
Premature death.

What is artificial insemination?
When the farmer does it to the bull instead of the cow.

How can you delay milk turning sour?
Keep it in the cow.

How are the main parts of the body categorised? (e.g. abdomen.)
The body is consisted into three parts - the brainium, the borax 
and the abdominal cavity. The branium contains the brain, the 
borax contains the heart and lungs, and the abdominal cavity 
contains the five bowels, A, E, I, O and U.

Briefly describe the skeleton and its function in the body. 
The skeleton is what is left after the insides have been taken out 
and the outsides have been taken off. The purpose of the 
skeleton is something to hitch the meat onto.

What is the Fibula? 
A small lie.

Where are the Tibia? 
They live in a country in North Africa.

What does “varicose” mean? 
Nearby.

What is the most common form of birth control? 
Most people prevent contraception by wearing a condominium.

Give the meaning of the term “Caesarean Section.” 
The caesarean section is a district in Rome.

What is the alimentary canal? 
The alimentary canal is located in the northern part of Indiana.

What is a coma? 
A coma is a punctual mark a bit like a period or full stop.

What is a seizure? 
A Roman emperor.

What is a terminal illness?
When you are sick at the airport.

Name the types of teeth in an adult human. 
How many are there of each? 

A permanent set of teeth consists of eight canines, 
eight cupids, two molars and eight cuspidors.
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